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Abst rac tmIn  this paper, we discuss the dependeawe of Tau Method approximations c~a (i) the degree 
of approximant n and (ii) the length of the interval of approxhnation h. We shall show that the Tau 
Method parametca, s ¢i (1) decay exponea~tially in terms of n and (ii) for s fixed n they decay in terms 
of h as (h/2) -
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a differential operator of order v with polynomial coefficients and let y(z) be the exact 
solution of the differential equation 
Dy(z) = f(z); z • [-1, 1] (1) 
B (y) = • (2) 
where R indicates the set of real numbers, {Bj;j = 1,2,... ,v} are v linear functionals acting 
on the elements of CV[-l, I], the space of v-times continuously differentiable functions defined 
on [ - I ,  I], and f(z) is a polynomial of degree d! • H := {0, 1,2,...}. Let us assume that y,(z), 
n • H, is a Tan Method approximation of (1)-(2) (see [I]); that is, ya(z) satisfies ¢zactly a
perturbed problem of the form 
Dyn(=) = ](z) + Ha(z); z • [-1, 1], n • l~I (3) 
Bj (y,) = "rj; j -- 1,2, . . . ,v,  
where Ha(z) is a polynomial perturbation term which reduces the ezact solution of (3) to a 
polynomial yn(z). The order of Ha(z) depends on a finite number of free parameters, ay 
{r/ • R; i = 0, 1,... ,r • H} which are required to satisfy conditions (2), and to match the 
residual component ofD#a(m) with that of the right hand side of (3) (see [1]). Let us assume that 
Ha(z) :---- ~2_~i=0 rim ) Va(m), where Va(z) is a Chebyshev or Legendre polynomial of degree n. 
Then, the error function ea(z) := y(z) - Z/,(z) satisfies 
r--I 
Ile.llt-x,x] :=  max lea(m)l < I•,-I, (4) -I<~<I 
j=0 
where ~ is an upper bound of the Green's function, say G(z,t), associated with the given d- 
ifferential operator D. From the properties of the Green's function (see [2]), G(z, t) is always 
continuous on the compact [-1, 1] x [-1, 1], and consequently ,~exits, is finite and independent 
of n. Then taking limits in (4) we find that 
lim llenll[-1'q < 2~. 
. _oo  E :I - 
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Thus, Ile, lll-~,xl and ~-~;-1 [rj,, [ have the same rate of convergence provided that the coefficients 
of the given differential operator are sufficiently smooth. Consequently, the size of the ri's plays 
a crucial role in estimating the error of Tau Method approximations. 
In this paper, we shall investigate the speed of convergence of the approximation error by 
concentrating on the behavior of these parameters. In Section 2, we discuss the dependence of
the Tau parameters on the order of approximation n; our main result, given in Theorem 3, states 
that these parameters decay exponentially in terms of n. This question was first investigated by 
Namasivayam and Ortiz in [3, 4] who considered systems of differential equations with constant 
coefficients. Our results apply to a particular but important class of second order differential 
equations which includes those with variable coefficients. In Section 3, we fix n and alterna- 
tively, study the dependence of Tau parameters on h, the measure of the interval on which the 
approximation is sought. The main result of this section is Theorem 2, which states that the 
Tau parameters decay as 2-nh ". In Section 4, we give numerical applications which illustrate 
the accuracy of our estimates. 
2. DEPENDENCE OF TAU PARAMETERS ON THE ORDER OF 
APPROXIMATION 
Let us consider the second order ordinary differential equation 
Dy(z) := -y"(x)  + 
y( -1 )  = 
where {a, 9"1,9'2} C ]~, a • ~ and f(x) :-" 
The sequence of canonical polynomials 
ax'~y(z) -" f(x); x • [-1, 1], 
9'1, y(1) -- 9'2, 
)-']~ ds ¢'z i is a polynomial of degree d/. i=0 js 
associated with D is generated recursively by 
(5) 
(~) 
l x , _  ~_F1 (n -a ) !  Q,- , , -2(x),  n>a.  (7) 
Q"(=)  = ; a ( ,  - ,~ - 2)! - 
The first ~ canonical polynomial Q0(x),Ql(x), . . . ,Qa- l(X) cannot be defined by (7); hence, 
the set of powers of x inaccessible through applying D to polynomials i given by S = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,  
~-  1). 
For all ~, • S and ,  • ~T get p(~") denote the coefficient of 0k(x )  in the expre~ion of q . ( , ) .  
From (7), {pin); n • l~,k • S} are generated by 
,,(~") = 6~; k • s , .  • s (8) 
and 
p(.)  . .  1 (n - ~)! ( , -0 , -2)  
a (n :~- - -2 ) !Pk  ; kE  S, n>a.  (9) 
With (5)-(6) we associate the Tau problem 
DyN(z) = f (z)  -t- HN(Z); z E [--1, 1], N E N (10) 
yN(--1) = 9'1, yN(1) = 9'2, 
where HN(Z) is a polynomial perturbation term which forces the exact solution of (10) to become 
a polynomial. Since y(z) is subjected to two boundary conditions (6); card(S) = a and Herd = ~, 
HN(Z) must involve ~ -{- 2 free parameters {rj,N, j = 0, 1,... ,~ -{- 1). Let us choose 
N 
C N X n where VN(Z):= ~ . , ~N ~ 0. (11) 
~t=0 
From Theorem 3 of Ortiz [1] we have 
[a-I-I .~ 
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Taking into account he boundary conditions and the S-Matching conditions of the Tan Method 
(see [5]), we can construct the algebraic system which gives the values of {ri,N; i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  c~ + 1}: 
where 
and 
MrN=f~ (12) 
M =  
N N N 
Z,,.N,.,(n) ~ N (n+l )  N (n+a+l )  k-"' 
~n e'O ,~ en P0 " " " Z~ en P0 
n=0 n=0 n=0 
N N N 
~"~ ,.N ,,(n) ~ #v,,Cn+1) 
~n F I  ~ ~n I '1 " " " ~ ~n /" la(n+a+l)  
X-" ,.N 
n=O n=0 n=O 
, . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  
N N N 
L ;°n .o -1  .. E n o-1 
n~O n~O n=O 
N N N 
E cNQn(--1) EeNQn+I ( - -1 ) . . .  E cNOn+a+l(--1) 
n----0 n----0 n=0 
N N N 
EcNQn(1)  EcNQn+I (1)  "'" ZcNon+a+l (1 )  
am0 n=0 n=0 
rN := [tO,N, n,N,...,  Ta-I-1,N] r , 
d! d! d! ] T 
= - ;E  s . /2 .  - s. , i ' ) .  . . . . . .  --L.cas~'a+l, 71, 72 • 
i=0  i=0 i=0 
Let M(t) indicate the matrix obtained from M replacing its t th column by f_Z" In this notation, 
the solution of (12) is 
det M (z) 
Vt E {O, 1 , . . . ,a+ 1}. (13) rt,N = det M 
We shall now find the orders of {rt,N;f = 0, 1 , . . . ,a  + 1) in terms of N. The strategy we 
shall follow is to determine first the orders of det M (t) and det M. We require the following two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. For all n >_ a there exist two uniquely determined integers Kn E N and dn E 
{0,1 ,2 , . . . ,a+ 1} such that 
n = (a + 2)Kn + ~ + On. (14) 
PROOF. We use an inductive argument: when n = or, we take Kn = 0,  = 0; hence, (14) holds 
for n - a. Assuming it is true for some n _> ¢~, i.e., n = (a + 2)Kn + a + On, let us prove it holds 
for n + 1. We have n + 1 - (~ + 2)Kn + ~ + On + 1. Two cases to he discussed follow. 
First, i f0n < ~+1 then On+l <_ ,~+1 and, therefore, we take Kn+x := Kn and 0n+x := 0n+l .  
On the other hand, if On = ~ + 1 then n + 1 = (or + 2)(Kn + 1) + ~; hence Kn+l := Kn + 1 
and 0n+l := 0. 
Finally, to show the uniqueness of representation (1): let us suppose that n = (~+2)K* +a+0*  
where K" ~ KN and O" ~ ON, then 
(Kn - K*)(a + 2) + (On - 0") = 0. 
Assuming, without loss of generality, that On - O* > 0 and Kn - K* < 0 we can write 
(Kn - K*)(a + 2) + (On - 0~) < (Kn - K~)(a + 2) + a + 1 < - (a  + 2) + a + 1 < - I ,  
(15) 
which contradicts (15). | 
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For the next lemma, we need Landau's order notation: if f (z)  and g(z) are two functions of 
z E R and if z0 E R, we shall say that f(z) = O(g(z)) near z0 if there exists a constant ~ E R 
such that lim [f(x)/g(z)l < ,c. Throughout his section, orders will he taken near +oo. 
Z--~SO 
The following lemma, the proof of which is given in Appendix A1, gives ezplicit expressions 
for the canonical polynomials {Qn(z); n E N-  S} in terms of powers of z. 
LEMMA 2. Under the above assumptions we have: 
I. For all n >_ a, the canon/cal polynomial assodated with the differential operator (5) are 
g/yen by 
i ~ 1 [. - (j - I)(~ + 2) - ~1! zn_~.(a+2)_a. 
-- Zn-a "{- a k-'+l [. -- j(Ot J¢- 2)][ Q"(~) = a 
= j= l  
EquivAlently, 
[(K, - - ; ) '~- '+2~'~,,~[~]]]  z(g'-~)('+2)+0"(16) 
Q.(x )  = ~ k=1 ~=i 
2. For all n > a 
1 K. Q.(::t::I)=O a~.+lj__l~ 1 [(K.-j-.I-1)(~+2)-.I-~.]! '~
[(K. ~)(~+2)+~. +. ] ! ]  • 
3. For all n > a and all i E S 
i ~ [(K.-~+I)(~,+2)+,,.1!'~ p~") = o ~ 
(17) 
(18) 
We can now state and prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Under the above assumptions we have the following equations. 
1. For al/ i  E {0, 1,... ,a  + 1} 
(a",-.,,+l K,.+,, [(K(N+,)- ~)(~ + 2)+ ~(N+,) + ~1!~ 
T i 'N=O~ C~ N Jf'H [ (K (N+O_ j+I ) ( ,+2)+O(N+O]! ] "  (19) 
2. Then for all i E {0, 1,... ,a + 1} and sut~dently arge N E I~, 
~,+I,N < 0(1). (20) 
ri,N 
3. For sufBdently large N := (a + 2)K + ~ the function 
a K@I ]~ [ (K  - j ) (ot  -}- 2) + a]! 
T(N) : -  ~ ~-~. [(K - j + 1)(a + 2)][ (21) 
jr1 
sat/sties 
and 
aK+l 
T(N) _< C~N( a + 2)2g_i[( K _ 1)]] 2 
lira T0V) = 0. 
N...*+oo 
(22) 
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Before proceeding, we shall make three observations on the statement of Theorem I. 
(i) T(N) is the right hand side of (19) when i = 0; therefore, its behavior will enable us to 
monitor the variations of r0,N for sufficiently large N, 
(ii) (20) means that, for sufficiently large N 6 H, {n,N, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  a + 1} form a strict- 
ly decreasing sequence whose TO,N is the largest term; that is, TO,N is the dominant Tau 
parameter, and 
(iii) from (22) we deduce that r0,N, and hence all the ri,N'S, converge to zero more rapidly than 
a K+z  (C~N(~ + 2)2K-1[(K -- 1)!]2) -1. 
PROOF. 
1. When N is sufficiently large the following identities hold. 
N 
E c~ Qn+i(:J:I) = 0 (c~ QN+i(+I)) 
n=O 
(23) 
and 
N 
n=O 
where i E {0, 1, 2, . . . ,  a + 1} and j E S. Substituting (17) in (23) and (18) in (24), we find 
that 
Li=O a K(~O÷I 
Similarly 
imO L,., \ag(~'+0+t 
KN+, -- j + I)(~ + 2) + ON+if! ~ lH [(KN+i 
~__, [(K,,+,:i)'i--'7~-'~;+7"7~i) J " (25) 
KN+i [(KN+i -- j + l )(a + 2) + ON+i]! ~ [ 
"I 
.jl'I I [(KN+i -- j)(c~ + 2) + ON+i + Ot]!) j (26) 
Combining (25), (26) and (13) we get (19). 
2. By hypothesis N := (~ + 2)K + a; that is, KN = K and ON = O. 
i E {0,1,...,a+ 1} 
Therefore, for all 
N + i = (a + 2)K + a + i and hence K(N+0 = K and O(lV+O = i. 
From (19), 
",~ _-1[( ~)(~ + 2) + ~77 ;71[~: ~)~)~ + 1+,1] 
= 0 (i=l~ [(K-j)(a+2)+a+i] 
(, _~+_i ~-~* [(K-j)(~,+2)+-+i] ) 
=° \ .+ i+2 ~=, [(~-~-~-J~--~)~'-~7i¥,1 <o(1) 
and hence (20) holds. 
~sT-D 
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3. Let i = 0 in (19); rearranging terms 
aK+X ~K 1 T(N) 
.~I I [(K - j)(a + 2) + a + 21[(K - j ) (a  + 2) + a + 11 
aK+l K-1 1 
~(~,  + 2)K(~,+ 1) (K - 3)2(~, + ~ + (K - j) @, + 1) + (~, + 2)) + (~, + 1) o~ 
aK + l K-1T.r 1 
< 
c~(a + 2)g(a  + 1) )~.= (K - j)2(a + 2) 
a K+I 1 a K+I 
C~N(0t + 2)g(a  + I) [(K - 1)!]2(a + 2) K-1 c~N(a + 2)2K-1[(K -- 1)!] 2, 
as required. 
It remains to verify that the left hand side of (22) converges to zero when N tends to +co. 
This can be justified showing that 
aK+l aK+l 
lim - -  =0 or lim In 
K--.oo (K - 1)! g--.oo (K - 1)! 
For this we need Stirling's formula: n! ~, e-nnn+ll2v/~ for large n E 1~1. Applying it to (K - l ) !  
we find that 
l n m  
aK+l 
(K -  1)! 
~(K + 1) lna - In  [e-(K-1)(K - 1 )K -~x/~]  
- (K + l)lna + K - l - (K  - } )  ln(K -1 )  - ln v /~ 
- -  (K -} ) ln (K -1)+( l  + lna)K -  l + lna - lnv f~,  
which tends to -co  when K tends to +co as lim (g-1/2)tog(g-t) +co. 
K--*oo K = 
| 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that a = O. Then for any a E It we have 
f ,,N/2+, ~ ( aN/2+* 
rO,N=O~, Nl~. N) and rX,N=O~,(N+I)!4). (27) 
PROOF. Let N = 2K  i.e., KN - -  K a~d 0N = 0. Assuming that ~ = 0, (19) is reduced to 
faNI2+ 1 
[2(n/2- + i + 21!] 
{ a NI2+ x 1 ) 
=o(  • i=0,1, 
\ [2 (N /2 - j )+ i+2111 ~- ' -~ (N~- i ) ! ' '  
which, in turn, gives (27). | 
We wish to point out at this stage that, if we consider instead of equation (5), equations of the 
form 
~"(x) + (ax ° + u(~)) ~(~) = f(~),  
where p(z) is a polynomial, the estinmtes of Theorem 1 remain valid, provided that p(z) has a 
degree relatively small compared with that of a. In Section 4, we consider a concrete numerical 
example where such condition is satisfied. 
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3. DEPENDENCE OF TAU PARAMETERS ON THE LENGTH OF THE 
INTERVAL OF APPROXIMATION 
Let us consider the IVP defined by the following second order differential equations with 
variable coefficients 
ny(z) := y"(z) + B(z)Z/(z) + C(z)y(z) =/ (z ) ;  z ~ [~o. zo + h] (28) 
y(z0) = 70, y~(z0) = 72, (29) 
where B(z) := ~-~i=o biz , C(z) := ~'~=0 ciz' sad f(z)  := z.,i=0 J**. 
We shall now investigate the dependence of Tau parameters on h while the order of the per- 
turbation term remains unchanged. 
For simplicity we will assume that a _< 8. We can also assume, without loss of generality, that 
c# = 1. The canonical polynomials associated with (28) are generated recursively through 
a ~@--1 
Q.+p=zn-n(n - l )Q ._2 -Enb jQn+,_1-Ec jQ .+ j ;  nelq. (30) j=O j=O 
Following the arguments of Section 2, we find that S = {0, 1, . . . , /9-1} and Ker D = 0. From (30), 
{pr~;m E N,k E S} is defined recursively by 
a ~- I  
p(n÷#) = -n (n -  1)p (n-~) - E nbJP(n+i-1)- E cJ p(n+j); n G N. 
jr0 jr0 
N 
Let VN, h(z) :-- E eNhzi be a transformation of (11) to the interval [z0,z0 4- hi. Let us define i-~0 
h := h/2. Then 
VN,h(Z)- - - -VN(~ --~) whereso=zo+h.  
Let us assume that a perturbation of form 
I~r--I .) 
+ 2 
is used to solve (28)-(29) with the Tan Method. We will prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. For a/ / j  -- 0, 1,2,...  ,r - 1 the Tau parameters j,h of(31) satisfy 
~'j,h = O(hN). 
Equivalently, there exists Oi(h) = 0(I) such that 
1"j,h -- Ojh N + O(hN+l). 
(31) 
(32) 
We need the following lemma, the proof of which is given in Appendix A2. 
LEMMA 3. The following statements are true. 
1. Given any two sequences {ai} and {bq} we have 
a jEb i j z  i=  aibji z j and Ea iEb i ,  z •= akbk~ z i. 
jffio ~ffi0 i f0 iffij iffij kffi0 iffi0 •i+j 
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2. For aH j  = 0, 1 , . . .  ,N  
where 
N I :  C~,h = h ~, 
i=0 k 
ak - h~--Tkk (~) ( -1 )  (k -D  and bke 
3. For all j = O, 1 . . .  ,N  we have 
where 
= (,'-~)~o'-~-'. 
%~.h K j  ( 1 )  ~w-+O ~ ifzo~0, 
K/ -- (--1) N-j (?)cN(--Z0) N-j. 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2. From [1] it follows that the rj,h's satisfy 
. 
,~,h ~fh p(k '+~) = - I~ vk e s 
Li=O "= 
] ,'i,h cf,, O,+~(~o) ="1o-  f~ Q~(~o) 
~=0 "= 
N o o Z r~.h ~,,h Q,+~ (~o = ~ - / i  Q~ (o) .  
j=0 "= "= 
Combining (38), (37) and (38) we find that  
M~ =/~ 
where 
and 
M :--  
N N N 
,.,,,,o ... E ,:..,, ;o '÷'-') 
i=0  i=0 i=0 
N N N 
E.N  .~,~ E°N ,,~,÷,~ I : °N  ,,~'÷,-,~ 
~'i,h I"1 " • " 
i=0 i=0 i=0 
: : : : 
N N N 
i=0 i=0 i=0 
N N N 
I :  ,:..,, o,(zo) I :  ,:..,, o,÷~(zo) ... I : °N  ,~,÷,-,(Zo) 
i=0  i=0 i=0 
N ; N N 
E,:.,~o~(~,o) E"  ' N , ~,,h Q,+,(,o) ... ~ ~,,~ Q,+,_~(.o) 
,4=0 i=0 i=0 
~____ "= (TO, TI, T2, . . . ,  Tr--l) T 
I-, := - y~ poO),...,_ ~/~ p,u_),-:o - ~ y~ ~(~o),-:~ - .f~ ~( , ,o)  
----- j=0 "= 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
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Let Mmn designate any item with index (m, n) in M. When m _< s - 1 we have 
. .[ 
Mm,, := ~"~ ,c~" ~p~ +'0 = ~ ~_..R. + oK ,  p(~+,) 
t=0 i=0 
= hN K~p~+'O +0 -0  • 
Consequently, 
[ (1) 
det M := ~ M0¢oMI¢I. . .M,- Ia,_I  = O =O h-7- ff , 
¢EP,-I 
where rm is the permutation group of {0, I, 2, . . . ,  m}. Similarly for any submatrix M (j) obtained 
from M by replacing its jth column by vector ~ we have 
Hence, 
det M (j) _ O (hN). | 
~'~ := det M 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the following boundary value problem defined by the second order 
ordinary differential equation 
-y#(z )  + (2z + z4)y(z) = 0; z E [-1,1] (39) 
y( -1 )=exp( -1 ) ,  y(1)=exP(31-) (40) 
of which y(z) = exp(zS/3) is the exact solution, and let us associate to (39)-(40) the Tsu problem 
-p~r(z) + (2z + z4)yN(z) = HN(Z); z • [-1, 1] 
yN(--1)-  exp ( - -1 ) ,  yN(1) -" exp (~)  • 
Since (39) has four undefined canonical polynomials and two boundary conditions are imposed, 
we need six free parameters. Let 
HN(Z) :-" "ri,NZ' TN(z). 
According to Theorem 1 
where 
ro,N = O(T(N)) " (41) 
4 g"+l  ~-~ [6(KN -- j) + 4]! 
T(N) := ~ ~ [6(KN -- j) + 6]!" 
(42) 
j=l 
Table 1 displays the following results. 
COLVMN 2. The exact values of T(N) for N = 10(6)208. (Notice that for such choices of N, the 
latter becomes of the form 6K + 4 where KN = 1,2,... ,34 i.e., KN = (N - 4)/6 and ON = 0). 
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COLUMN 3. The exact values of ~'O,N for N = 10(208)6. 
COLUMN 4. The absolute value of the maximum of eN(z) := y(z) - yN(z ) .  
COLUMN 5. The ratio T(N)/~'O,N obtained dividing the values listed in Column 2 by those of 
Column 3 respectively. We notice that this ratio remains almost constant when N becomes very 
large, as estimation (19) predicted. 
In addition, In T(N),  In [~'0,N[ and In HEN[[ are plotted in Figure 1 for discrete values of N. We 
see that T(N),  Ir0,NI and IleNII behave approximately like exp( -?N)  for some ? > 0. 
Table 1. The Tau Method has beea applied to (39)-(40) ush~ a perturbation term HN(x) = 
(~'~iS=o ~'i,Nx i) TN(x): The exact values of'r0,N, T(N)  and their ratios axe given for N -- 10(6)208. 
The absolute value of the maximum on-ors is aim shown. 
N T(N)  
10 6.5E-5 -1.4E-4 
16 7.7F_,-9 -1.9F.,-8 
22 3.9E-13 -1.1E-12 
28 1.1E-17 -3.3F_,-17 
34 2.0E-22 -6.4E-22 
40 2.5F_,-27 -8.4E-27 
46 2.2E-32 -8.1Er-32 
52 1.6E-37 -5.9E-37 
58 8.5E-43 -3.4E-42 
64 3.7E-48 -1.6E-47 
70 1AE-53 -5.9E-53 
76 4.2E-59 -1.9E-58 
82 1.1E-64 -5.1E-64 
88 2AF-,-70 -1.2E-69 
94 4.7E-74 -2.4E-75 
100 8.1E-82 -4.2E-81 
106 1.2E-87 -6.6E-87 
T(N) ~'o,N IleNIl[-l,l! 'ro,N 
1.4E-6 
7.6F-,-11 
2.2F_,-15 
4.3E-20 
5.5E-25 
5.3E-30 
3.8E-35 
2.2E-40 
1.0F_,-45 
3.8E-51 
1.2E-56 
3.3E-62 
7.6F-,-68 
1.5F_,-73 
2.7F_,-79 
4.2E-85 
5.9E-91 
N 
-4.687E-1 112 1.7E-93 
-4.075E-1 118 2.0E-99 
-3.666E-1 124 2.2E-105 
-3.364E-1 130 2.2E-111 
-3.127E-1 136 2.0E-117 
-2.932F_,-1 142 1.6E-123 
-2.769E-1 148 1.2E-129 
-2.628E-1 154 8.7E-137 
-2.504F_,.I 160 8.6E-142 
-2.395E-I 166 3.4E-148 
-2.206E-1 172 1.9E-154 
-2.207E-I 178 9.7E-161 
-2.126E-I 184 4.7F_,-167 
-2.052E-I 190 2.1E-173 
-1.983E-1 196 9.1E-180 
-I .920F_,-1 202 3.7E-186 
-1.861E-I 208 1.4E-192 
T(N)  ~0,N II,~NII[_~,~! 'r(N) IrO.N 
-9.2E-93 
-I . IE-98 
-1.3E-I04 
-1.3E-110 
-1.2E-116 
-I.0E-122 
-8.1E-129 
-5.8E-135 
-3.8E-141 
-2.3E-147 
-I.3F_,-153 
-7.1E-160 
-3.5E-166 
-1.6E-172 
-7.1E-179 
-2.9E-185 
-I.IE-191 
T.4F~97 
8.3E-I03 
8.5E-109 
7.8E-115 
6.6F_,-121 
5.2F_,-127 
3.7F_,-133 
2.4E-139 
1.5E-145 
8.6E-152 
4.5E-158 
2.2F_,-164 
1.0E-170 
4.6F-,-I 77 
1.8E-183 
7.1E-190 
2.6F_,-1M 
-1.805F_,-1 
-1.753F_,-1 
-1.705F-,-1 
- 1.659F_,- 1 
-1.615F_,-1 
-1.574E-1 
-1.535E-1 
-1.498E-1 
-1.463E-I 
-1.429E-1 
-1.397E-1 
-1.366E-1 
-1.337E-1 
-1.309E-1 
-I .282E-I 
-1.256E-I 
-1.230E-1 
EXAMPLE 2.  Let us consider again Example 1, 
0<z<h:  
but now as an initial value problem defined for 
- -y"(x)-1-(2x+x4)y(z)--O; 
y(O)=l ,  y'(O)--O; 
we associate with it the Tau problem 
-y l~r (z )  -I- (2z  -I" Z4)yN(X) = HN(Z) ;  
yN(O) = 1, Y~v(0) = 0. 
z • [0, h] (43) 
z • [0, h] (44) 
Figure 2 shows function g(h) := - l"0,h/( -1.443E- 3 h 7) when N = 6. We note that when h 
approaches 0, function g(h) has a constant-like behavior, as predicted by Theorem 2. 
ro,h = - l .443E-3h  7 - 7 .826E-4h  I° - 1 .139E-4h  I s  - 7 .880E-6h  le + O(h  zg) 
T1,h - -  -4 .810E-4h  s - 6 .080E-4h  9 - 1 .093E-4h  12 - 8 .514E-6h  15 + O(h Is) 
~,h  = -4 .642E-4h  s - 1 .276E-4h  11 - 1 .310E-5h  14 - 6 .900E-7h  17 + O(h  2°)  
~S,h - - I .803EAh 7 - 7 .020E-5h  I° - 7 .700E-6h  1"q - 4 .008E-7h  le + O(h  19) 
T4,h - -  -6 .010E-5h  e - 5 .610E-5h  9 - 8 .420E-6h  12 - 5 .900E-7h  Is + O(h Is) 
~'5,h - -6 .400E '5h  s - 2 .220E-5h  11 - 2 .800E-6h  14 - 1 .800E-7h  17 + O(h2°) .  
Let HN(Z) be defined as before, with VN, h(z) := TN,~(z) and let N = 6. Below we list the 
expression of {~,h, j = 0, 1, . . . ,  5} in terms of h. All of these parameters are of O(h e) at least, 
in agreement with the statement of Theorem 2. 
0 
-i0c~ 
-I~o-= 
2OO----- 
-25o-= 
-~o-: 
-350- 
-4.50---- 
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m~ 
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mA~ 
mA~ 
m,~,~ 
mA~ 
rnA~ 
'1 
100 
mA 0 
E~A~ 
I~A o 
I I I 
OA~ 
l.qA O 
mA O 
' I ' ' ' ' I  
150 2~0 
BA O 
mA 0 
~A o s~ o 
BA o 
DA O 
~A O 
BA O 
~A O 
DA O 
[] 
Figure 1. Problem (39)-(40) has been solved by the Tau Method with HN(=) = (~"~,s.=0 ~'i,N= i) 
TN(=); N = 10(6)208. The figure shows In T (N)  [•], In I~,N[ [o] and In Ue~ll[-l.;][*]. 
2.0  m 
43 
1 .5 -  
1.0 
0o5 " 
0.0 
0.0 
' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' 1  
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Figure 2. The figure shows the behavior of the Tsu paramete= "rj, h in terms of sms]l values of h: 
~'j,h = ejh N + O(hN+I)  • For Examples (43)-(44) we have plotted ~'0,h/(-2.443E - 3h 7) in terms 
of h for h _~ 1. Notice that the function plotted is ahncst constant for h 4{: 1. 
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APPENDIX  A1  
PRoof  or LEMMA 2: 
1. Let n ~ a. By (14) • can be writt,m as n :-- (a + 2)Kn + a + ~n. Let us assume that (16) is true for sll 
m < n and let us prove that it also holds fro" n: using (7) an induction we can write 
Q.(=)=~_=- -o+!  1" -~1:  Q . -o -21=)  
a . (n - a - 2)! 
44 M.K. EL-D~ou, E.L. Om'~z 
= I zn_ a "I 1 (n - o')! 
+ a (n - a - 2)!  
o++_~ 1 [(n - j (a  "I" 2) - a]; =, ' , - (k+iXa+2)-o  
!+..-.+,-,,. + ,."+' tg : ]7~-~¥~,  k--I j=l  
= I F , , _o  . I 1 (n - a) t  ..+.-++o,-'. + 
. .,+ ( -  - a - 2)! 
I_ ( .  - a), [- - (j - ~) (a  + 2) - o ] !  =- - (~+~Xo+~)-o  
k=l  ok+2 (~ ~ (~ ~-2)t j r2 [n -- j (a  + 2)]t 
1 (n -- a)! zn_2a_2+ 
= !+,--+,. + ,..~ ( .~  ~' -  ~)t 
{ " - '~- ' s_  1 , ,~ In - (j - 1)(a -I- 2) - a']! 
.+'+" [,,, - j(+ + 2)]: 
kffil j f f i l  
=--O,+x)(o+:~)-~ } 
= lxn_  a+ 1 (n -a ) !  zn_2o_=+ 
. ~ (n - ~ - 2): 
m--~--OIt 
1 
~ [. - j(~ + 2)]: 
~n--k(o- l -2)- -a,  + 
G 
kfl  j f l  
2. Follows immediately from 1. 
3. CA- be obtained .~i.g similar arguments. 
APPENDIX  A2  
PROOF OF LEMMA 3: 
1. Follows from the distributive law of addition. 
2. We have 
N N N N 
i:0 j r0 i f0 ]. = ~ (~) . , ( .o ) ,  = °~ 
• i=0 jffi0 i f j  
EquMing coe~cients on both sides we find that 
. ~ (~) ( - °o ) ' -~;  
and expand ing  ,~-3 : 
j=0 ,1 , . . . ,N ,  
i - j  i - j  
i--j h)( i - j )  Z~--.,--k hk h k" 
kmO kmO 
I a~t i~ in to  (4S)  we Set 
. . .  
imj i=j  k=O i.O Lk-i-Fj 
which lives 2. 
II 
(4s) 
Error ana/ysis of the Tau method 45 
a. sut=tltutins (34) h~ (33) 
(~)(-1),-, (,'-,) ~o'-,-' h' 
i=0 k=i+j 
~o ~(7)+o ~ h 
i=o , ( , )  
II 
